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A story about place
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You imagine things to do

It’s all about your experiences
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Experiential travel today 

covers an enormous range 

of possibilities
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“World's most boring tour” 

This tour was a total disaster.  Tour guide had 

nothing interesting to say.  We were behind 3 

other large bus tours the entire day which 

meant it was rammed at all our stops.  Lunch 

stop was a shambles. Overpriced place with 

stodgy food.  I had something resembling a 

lasagna.  There really is not much to see on this 

Tour, but if u must do it I would not recommend 

this company.
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"Why this Trip? Why Now?" 

Answering these questions by matching experiential opportunities to 

guests' personal interests, overcomes the barriers to booking and, 

ultimately, triggers a commitment.
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A litmus test...

Our mission is to create 

leader-driven extraordinary 

educational events defined by 

a compelling combination of 

experts, access and insight. 
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Explore the world with the people who shape it
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Circles of Interest…a series of special lectures, themed 

events and on shore activities 

Ft Lauderdale. July 17, 2007 -

Gourmands, chocoholics 

and aspiring photographers 

can explore some of the 

world's most thrilling 

destinations along with their 

own personal passions
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Stay Longer + Experience More

with Azamara Club Cruises

Our mission is to create 

leader-driven extraordinary 

educational events defined by 

a compelling combination of 

experts, access and insight. 

The Premier League in England, the 

Serie A in Italy and La Liga in Spain are 

the most popular leagues among 

Japanese tourists, who can combine 

visiting top tourism destinations with 

attending live matches.

The most authentic travel moments transpire when you feel completely immersed in 

a destination. Chasing that incredible feeling…this is exactly where I’m meant to be.
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…cooking stations, a cheese and wine cellar, fresh 

ingredients sourced from local markets and instructors 

who will introduce you to regional recipes 

Our mission is to create 

leader-driven extraordinary 

educational events defined by 

a compelling combination of 

experts, access and insight. 

The Premier League in England, the 

Serie A in Italy and La Liga in Spain are 

the most popular leagues among 

Japanese tourists, who can combine 

visiting top tourism destinations with 

attending live matches.
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U by Uniworld – first river cruise brand aimed at 

millennials and younger passengers ages 21 to 45

Our mission is to create 

leader-driven extraordinary 

educational events defined by 

a compelling combination of 

experts, access and insight. 

The Premier League in England, the 

Serie A in Italy and La Liga in Spain are 

the most popular leagues among 

Japanese tourists, who can combine 

visiting top tourism destinations with 

attending live matches.
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Hotels are playing a weightier role in immersing travelers 

deeper into a destination.

Our mission is to create 

leader-driven extraordinary 

educational events defined by 

a compelling combination of 

experts, access and insight. 

The Premier League in England, the 

Serie A in Italy and La Liga in Spain are 

the most popular leagues among 

Japanese tourists, who can combine 

visiting top tourism destinations with 

attending live matches.
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The foundation of experiential travel now consists of 

cultures, communities and thriving ecosystems

Ft Lauderdale. July 17, 2007 -

Gourmands, chocoholics 

and aspiring photographers 

can explore some of the 

world's most thrilling 

destinations along with their 

own personal passions
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Parisian Experiences
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Baking & Patisserie 

Classes
macaroons, croissants, baguettes, pastries
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Private Wine Tasting in 

Les Caves du Louvre
established by King Louis XV’s sommelier
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Paint your Own 

Copy of a Louvre 

Masterpiece
led by a Parisian painter
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Miami Experiences
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Citizen Scientist - Tag a Shark

Participate in 

official 

University of 

Miami shark 

research
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Drop into Havana for the Day
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Visit a cigar factory and try your hand at rolling cigars
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Key West and the 

Dry Tortugas
private car and seaplane adventure
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Musement acquires Triposo to create an ‘all inclusive’ 

in-destination experiences platform (Oct 10, 2017)

Our mission is to create 

leader-driven extraordinary 

educational events defined by 

a compelling combination of 

experts, access and insight. 

The Premier League in England, the 

Serie A in Italy and La Liga in Spain are 

the most popular leagues among 

Japanese tourists, who can combine 

visiting top tourism destinations with 

attending live matches.

Alessandro Petazzi, CEO at Musement –

"Triposo's machine learning technology, 

which serves hyper-personalized content to 

users, combined with Musement's discovery 

and booking technology service for travel, 

are a natural fit.”
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Trivago acquires Tripl for personalisation drive (Sep 26, 2017)

Our mission is to create 

leader-driven extraordinary 

educational events defined by 

a compelling combination of 

experts, access and insight. 

The Premier League in England, the 

Serie A in Italy and La Liga in Spain are 

the most popular leagues among 

Japanese tourists, who can combine 

visiting top tourism destinations with 

attending live matches.

Trivago founder and CEO 

Rolf Schromgens –

“Tripl’s personalization 

technology is unique and 

individual in its approach, 

putting us one step closer 

toward bringing each 

traveler into their ideal 

hotel.” 
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Japanese sports tourism to Europe and North America

Our mission is to create 

leader-driven extraordinary 

educational events defined by 

a compelling combination of 

experts, access and insight. 

The Premier League in England, the Serie A 

in Italy and La Liga in Spain are the most 

popular leagues among Japanese tourists, 

who can combine visiting top tourism 

destinations with attending live matches.
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Many U.S. firms have recognized the growing interest 

among Chinese FITs to explore deeper.

Our mission is to create 

leader-driven extraordinary 

educational events defined by 

a compelling combination of 

experts, access and insight. 

The Premier League in England, the 

Serie A in Italy and La Liga in Spain are 

the most popular leagues among 

Japanese tourists, who can combine 

visiting top tourism destinations with 

attending live matches.

Warner Brothers has launched a 

Mandarin tour product that is 

fully customized to Chinese 

travelers.  It includes sets, sound 

stages, and exhibits of popular 

TV shows and movies such as 

Friends, The Big Bang Theory, 

Harry Potter, and Batman.
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Motorcycle Itinerary through Portugal with Hertz Ride

Our mission is to create 

leader-driven extraordinary 

educational events defined by 

a compelling combination of 

experts, access and insight. 

The Premier League in England, the 

Serie A in Italy and La Liga in Spain are 

the most popular leagues among 

Japanese tourists, who can combine 

visiting top tourism destinations with 

attending live matches.

A country of history, traditions, mild 

climate and varied cuisine, Portugal 

is a hidden gem in the world of 

motorcycle tourism, with a variety 

of terrain and local sights that are 

best discovered by two wheels. 
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The Hyper-informed Traveler
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Thank You
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